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The GPUPWA Framework

The minutiae of efficient GPU computing can be daunting for the
novice user. Writing PWA code also entails a lot of tedious and
error-prone tasks that should be automated as much as possible. We
thus created the GPUPWA framework, which harnesses the power of
the GPU, but requires only a knowledge of C++ from the user. In
addition, GPUPWA provides a simple writing of amplitudes in the
covariant tensor formalism [5,6] and an interface to ROOT [7] for
I/O and plotting.
Amplitudes: GPUPWA allows the writing of amplitudes in the covariant tensor formalism almost as on paper; the tensors are function
objects interfacing to Brook+ kernels performing the calculations on
the GPU and caching results. Whilst the user should be able to write
generic C++ code, the GPU back-end requires full specification. The
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On an Intel Core 2 Quad 2.4 GHz
workstation with 2 GB RAM and an
ATI Radeon 4870 GPU with 512 MB RAM, a J/ψ→γK+K- analysis with
four partial waves runs more than 150 times faster than the reference
FORTRAN implementation for sufficiently large numbers of events.
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Why GPUs are good for PWA: Many concepts from 3D graphics
computing map surprisingly well to high energy physics in general and PWA in particular - making GPUs very efficient
and affordable devices for speeding up PWA:

Brook+ and the stream computing model: Our PWA software is
based on the Stanford[4]/AMD[2] open source Brook+ framework,
running on AMD GPUs (first hardware with double precision).
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Lorentz-vectors
Very floating point
intensive
Amplitude lookup tables
No branches in PWA matrix
multiplication

We use latest generation of cards from ATI/AMD, which offers 800
parallel floating point cores (160 if double precision is required).
transition is implemented using template specialization; allowing for
the detection of non-implemented or illegal operations at compilerather than at runtime.
Amplitude from the decay channel:
J/ψ→γK+K- in [5] and as GPUPWA
Tensor code

...
GPUMetricTensor & g = *new GPUMetricTensor();
GPUStreamVector & f2 = k_plus + k_minus;
GPUOrbitalTensors f2orbitals(f2, k_plus, k_minus);
GPUOrbitalTensors psiorbitals(psi, gamma, x);
GPUStreamTensor2 & t_f2 = f2orbitals.Spin2OrbitalTensor();
GPUStreamScalar & B2 = psiorbitals.Barrier2();
GPUStreamTensor2 & U_f2 = g * (psi%psi)¦t_f2 * B2;
...

Partial Waves: GPUPWA treats partial waves as objects consisting of
a real (but potentially higher rank) orbital part and a complex scalar
resonance structure (e.g. a Breit-Wigner) together with the appropriate fit parameters. After specification of the input files, GPUPWA will
precision calculations). The framework shows very nice scaling behaviour towards larger numbers
of partial waves and fit parameters, as the influence of data
transfers is reduced.
Status and outlook: GPUPWA
enjoys a growing user community
at BES III. Development continues
by adding functionality and improving the ease of use. As soon
as a Linux implementation of
OpenCL [3] becomes available,
GPUPWA will be ported to that
hardware independent platform.
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Data arrays are now streams,
use 4-vectors when possible
Move data to and from GPU
Kernels run in parallel on GPU

Data treated sequentially
(for loops)

Brook
kernel root(stream data,
out stream result){
result = sqrt(data)
}
...
float4 data<nevents>
float4 result<nevents>
data.read(indata)
root(input, output)
data.write(outresult)

perform the Monte Carlo integration used for the likelihood normalisation and prepare the lookup tables used in the fit.
Fitting: GPUPWA interfaces to the fitters provided by Minuit2 and a
version of FUMILI optimised for PWA fits at BES II. Besides the likelihood for a certain set of parameters, the framework also provides
analytical gradients and Hessians in the FUMILI approximation.
Plotting: GPUPWA interfaces 30000
to ROOT for plotting projections of the data and the
20000
model.
Documentation: GPUPWA is 10000
documented using Doxygen.
Invariant mass spectrum of the intermediate
resonance X in a J/ψ→γK+K- toy model; the
red histogram is the fit result, the dots the
toy data. Plot produced with GPUPWA.
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Production amplitudes:
Complex fit parameters
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float data[nevents]
float result[nevents]
for(index in nevents){
result[index] = sqrt(data[index])
}
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Graphics
Many independent pixels
3 colours & transparency
Very floating point
intensive
Textures as lookup tables
Very few branches in
shader code

Decay amplitudes:
Resonance and angular structure
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The large market and the ever increasing realism of 3D
computer games have driven the development of
extremely powerful floating point hardware
for GPUs. The desire to access this computing power also for non-graphics
computation led to the development of several frameworks for
general purpose computing on GPUs , such
as NVIDIA‘s CUDA[1],
Stanford/ AMD‘s
Brook+[2], and the new platform independent OpenCL Standard [3] .

Structure of a PWA fit:
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Computing with GPUs

Partial Wave Analysis

In decay
channels with
many interfering intermediate resonances, PWA is the tool of choice
for determining the spin and parity of these resonances. To this end,
a model of the amplitudes contributing and their interferences is
constructed. The model parameters are then determined by a fit (in
our case an un-binned log-Likelihood fit) to the
data. In order to avoid spurious minima, check
the model assumptions and control systematic
effects, the fit has to be repeated over and over
with new input from the physicist. To allow for Example decay channel: J/ψ→γK K ;
determine the contributing intermefast analysis turnaround times with the large diate resonances X and their properdata samples expected from BES III, a speedup ties through PWA (see e.g. [8])
by more than two orders of magnitude with regards to the legacy
FORTRAN implementation was necessary.
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Abstract

Partial wave analysis (PWA) is a key tool in
hadron spectroscopy. The un-binned likelihood fits used in PWA are computationally very expensive. The large
data samples currently beeing collected at the Beijing Spectrometer
(BES) III experiment require new approaches to computing to allow
for efficient analysis.
Graphics processing units (GPUs) originally developed for 3D computer games have an architecture of massively parallel floating point
units that is very well suited for the algorithms employed in partial
wave analysis. We present a framework for tensor manipulation and
partial wave fits called GPUPWA, harnessing the power of GPUs.
GPUPWA simplifies the coding of amplitudes and other tedious and
error-prone tasks involved in PWA. Running on recent GPUs, the
framework provides a factor 150 speedup of the partial wave fit
compared to legacy FORTRAN code.
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